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1. Abstract
PowBlocks is a dedicated decentralized layer-1 proof-of-work blockchain designed for the
mining community. It distinguishes itself through its unique emission model, ingrained 5% block
reward reduction per month, and commitment to decentralization. This whitepaper outlines
PowBlocks' mission to be the largest Proof of Work chain, emphasizing fairness, innovation, and
community involvement. It highlights the successful mainnet launch, which utilized a 1T difficulty
setting to avoid instamine, chain forks, and reorgs. The whitepaper provides insights into the
significance of the name "PowBlocks," its smart contract and EVM compatibility. With a focus on
transparency and inclusivity, PowBlocks aims to revolutionize the mining ecosystem and create
a truly community-driven digital asset.

2. Significance of The Name
The name 'PowBlocks' is derived from the combination of 'PoW,' which stands for 'Proof of
Work,' and 'Blocks.' It symbolizes our unwavering commitment to the principles of Proof of Work
(PoW) and secure block generation. Each block in the PowBlocks network is a testament to the
computational work performed by miners, validating transactions and upholding the integrity of
the blockchain. This name reinforces our dedication to decentralization, security, and
transparency, serving as a constant reminder of the robust foundation upon which our
blockchain is built. It encapsulates our mission to create a blockchain where trust and reliability
are powered by the proven and time-tested PoW consensus mechanism.

3. Smart Contract and EVM Compatibility
● PowBlocks embraces the full potential of blockchain technology by offering

comprehensive support for smart contracts.

● EVM Compatibility: PowBlocks is fully compatible with the Ethereum Virtual Machine
(EVM), enabling developers to seamlessly deploy and execute smart contracts on our
blockchain. This compatibility opens doors to a wide range of decentralized applications
(DApps) and enhances interoperability within the blockchain ecosystem.
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4. Tokenomics Overview
4.1 Token Symbol

● Symbol: XPB

4.2 Initial Supply

● Initial Total Supply: Absolutely 0.
● No Premine: PowBlocks has a commitment to fairness from the start.

4.3 Block Reward Reduction

● PowBlocks implements a 5% block reward reduction every 200,000 blocks that reduces
the rate of emission over time.

● The reduction in emission is designed to control supply and create conditions for
increased demand.

4.4 Project Funding

During the first 2,000,000 blocks, an additional 2 coins are emitted and allocated to the
development treasury. After the 2,000,000-th block, this emission is eliminated.

5. Supply Control and Economic Implications
PowBlocks aims to maintain a balanced and controlled token supply to ensure long-term
sustainability. The emission schedule is designed to encourage scarcity, leading to potential
increases in the token's value. As the block rewards reduce over time, miners and stakeholders
can expect a more deflationary environment.
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6. Block Reward Emission Schedule

…
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(Please check https://powblocks.com/emission/ the full emission schedule table.)

The emission rate lowers significantly over time, tending towards 0. Therefore, we calculate this
as a total supply of 36 million XPB that can be mined. Please note that this table excludes Uncle
rewards.

powblocks.com
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7. Successful Mainnet Launch
PowBlocks' mainnet launch was a resounding success, marked by a 1T difficulty level. This
strategic approach effectively avoided instamine, chain forks, reorganizations, and other
challenges commonly faced during network launches. The high initial difficulty level
demonstrated our dedication to a fair and stable blockchain environment from the outset.

7.1 Setting a 1T Difficulty

To ensure a fair start, PowBlocks initiated its mainnet with a staggering 1T (1 terahash) difficulty
level. This decision was made after careful consideration of the challenges that often
accompany network launches. The primary objectives of this high initial difficulty were:

● Fair Distribution: A high difficulty level deters miners from quickly accumulating a
disproportionate amount of tokens, thereby promoting a more equitable distribution of
XPB from the outset.

● Security and Stability: The elevated difficulty level enhances network security by
discouraging malicious actors and ensuring that only serious miners with substantial
hashing power can participate effectively. This safeguards the network against potential
threats and attacks.

● Avoiding Instamine: Instamine, a phenomenon where a significant number of blocks
are mined rapidly after launch, was effectively mitigated due to the high difficulty. This
prevented rapid emission of tokens, maintaining the project's economic stability.

● Preventing Chain Forks and Reorgs: A 1T difficulty level substantially reduces the
likelihood of chain forks and reorganizations that can disrupt the blockchain's integrity
and undermine user trust.

7.2 Commitment to Fairness

PowBlocks' commitment to fairness extends beyond the initial launch phase. The project aims to
uphold fairness throughout its lifecycle by implementing value-centered tokenomics and annual
block reward halving, ensuring a controlled supply that encourages scarcity and potential
increases in the token's value.

7.3 Building on a Strong Foundation

The successful launch with a 1T difficulty level lays the foundation for a robust and stable
blockchain ecosystem. As PowBlocks grows, it will continue to prioritize fairness, security, and
decentralization, cementing its position as a leading Proof of Work chain.
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8. Community Governance
PowBlocks is committed to community involvement and decision-making. Token holders and
miners have a significant say in the project's development, governance, and future direction.
Community-driven decision-making ensures transparency, inclusivity, and the alignment of the
project with the interests of its participants.

9. Our Vision: Becoming the Largest PoW Chain
PowBlocks is driven by a bold vision to become the largest Proof of Work blockchain, carrying
forward the legacy of PoW blockchains like Ethereum. Our commitment to PoW technology
ensures the continued decentralization, security, and resilience of the blockchain ecosystem. By
providing a fair and transparent platform for miners and users, we aim to strengthen the PoW
community and uphold the principles that have made PoW blockchains a cornerstone of the
cryptocurrency world.

10. Conclusion
PowBlocks' token emission model is a key element of its value-centered tokenomics. The
project aims to balance supply and demand, encourage decentralization, and foster a fair and
transparent mining ecosystem while striving to become the largest Proof of Work chain. This
whitepaper provides an overview of the token emission schedule for 100,000,000 blocks,
highlighting the project's commitment to long-term sustainability and community-driven
governance.
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